
Shepard’s® Statutes Reports:
One view shows affecting legislation, pending bills and citing cases.

Get the entire picture—how hundreds or thousands of court 
decisions and legislative amendments impact a statute. And  
get it all in a snapshot with new Shepard’s Statutes Reports.

Enter a code citation—any subsection.  
You get the information you need. The  
all-inclusive Shepard’s® Statutes Reports  
covers all subsections and offers vital  
references at a glance with new exclusive 
Shepard’s Summary Reports for Statutes. 
Link quickly to the major actions that  
undermine a statute:

•	 Negative citing case treatment. It’s easy 
with the Shepard’s SignalTM indicator for 
statutes. Look for the  !

•	 Recently enacted legislation—in full text

•	 Pending legislation

You’ll also find more citing references, such 
as law reviews; Matthew Bender® treatises; 
briefs, pleadings and motions; and some 
U.S. agencies’ decisions, including IRS and 
NLRB decisions. 

Plus get regular updates to your report  
automatically. Just click Save as  
Shepard’s Alert®.

To Shepardize® a statute
1. Click the Shepard’s® tab at the top of 

your lexis.com® screen. (To Shepardize 
the section you are viewing, click the 
document’s Shepardize link.)

2. Enter your citation, e.g., orc 4511.19

3. Select Shepard’s for Validation (KWICTM ) 
or Shepard’s for Research (Full). Full is  
the default.

4. Click Check.

You’re ready to research:
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A See all vital affecting authority at a 
glance—and link to full-text documents.

B The red exclamation point indicates that 
citing references contain strong negative 
treatment.

C Click any analysis to move to citing  
references with that treatment phrase.

D Click to see individual Shepard’s  
reports for specific subsections.

E More citing reference types  
now included.

F Link to recently enacted legislation, 
as well as pending bills, that reference 
your section that could potentially  
affect your section.

G Shepard’s Alert tells you when  
information within the Shepard’s  
report changed.

H Further restrict your view to specific 
treatments or jurisdictions. Even  
find specific words within the  
citing references.

I Move to the full-text section.
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